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_ZbZXdÿ3VWÿ@^2`YVÿBaWX[aWXYÿYÿYVWÿ8X]YZY^YZXFÿf^gÿ\__Zb\hWÿYÿYVWÿ
]Y\YW]ÿ]ZXbWÿE=EFÿ̀Wi^Z̀W[ÿYV\YÿffZbW`]ÿV\eWÿ_`h\hWÿb\^]WÿYÿ]^]_WbYÿ\ÿ_W`]Xÿ
fÿZXeeWaWXYÿZXÿ\ÿb`ZaWÿZXÿ`[W`ÿf`ÿ_ZbWÿYÿbX[^bYÿ\Xgÿ]W\`bVÿ`ÿ]WZj^`Wÿ
TWYÿffZbW`]ÿXÿYVWÿ]ỲWWYÿV\[ÿbXYZX^W[ÿYÿfb^]ÿXÿ_W_WÿcVÿ]Za_gÿkW[ÿ
]^]_ZbZ^]Fÿ_W`V\_]ÿf`ÿ\ÿbXb`WYWÿ`W\]Xÿ`ÿl^]YÿhWb\^]Wÿfÿ\XÿffZbW`m]ÿd^Yÿ
fWWZXdFÿ\X[ÿ_ZbWÿV\[ÿ]Y__W[ÿYVW]Wÿ_W_WFÿ`Wf^]W[ÿYÿWYÿYVWaÿdFÿ\X[ÿ
]W\`bVW[ÿYVWan]aWYZaW]ÿcZYVÿW]]ÿYV\Xÿ_`h\hWÿb\^]WFÿ\X[ÿ]aWYZaW]ÿcZYVÿ
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_W_Wÿ\X[ÿ_W`f`aÿb^`]`gÿ]W\`bVW]FÿcZYOVÿW]]ÿYV\Xÿ_`h\hWÿb\^]Wÿh^Yÿ
`Wi^Z̀ZXdÿ]aWÿWeWÿfÿf\bYHh\]W[ÿ]^]_ZbZXÿÿ
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